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[1]

The mission of library publishing services
is based on a core value of libraries: knowledge sharing and literacy are an essential
public
good. Libraries have been challenged in this mission as publishers develop content
delivery
platforms that focus on direct sales to customers. By developing library publishing
services,
libraries curate options for authors and readers that are missing from today’s
publishing
market. Between commercial and self‐publishing, there is a niche for authors and
readers that
can provide a winning solution to each. This solution can preserve public access to
knowledge,
and compensate authors who provide open or affordable access to their works.
Many academic library programs started as reprint, institutional repository,
or digitization projects, and have been expanding to include scholarly
communication programs
such as hosting journals, publishing new manuscripts, and supporting digital
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SPARC 2011 Report: Library Publishing Services Library Publishing Services: Strategies

for Success
“the vast majority of library publishing programs were
launched in order to contribute to change in the scholarly publishing system…,
supplemented
by a variety of other mission‐related motivations”
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Working with the graduate school we provide access to all graduate theses and
dissertations – students have the ability to place an embargo on work and creative writing
students and those filling for patents can have their work in restricted access to PSU
students, staff and faculty only.
Journals – digital commons allows us to offer a publishing platform with peer‐reviewed
tools.
Conferences – like the journal platform digital commons offers a platform with peer‐
reviewed tools for publishing conference. Two conference. Student Research Symposium
and Young Historians Conference
Open Access Textbooks – newest adventure ‐ talking about in more detail in a few minutes
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Services offered by the library are ISSN registration and DOI creation/ registration
Anthos – Student run journal supported by the Honors College. Students handle the call for
submission, assigning peer‐reviewers, editing, layout and other publication decisions.
Anthos is our first journal using the peer‐reviewed tools in Digital Commons. Last year they
transitioned from publishing print only to electronic. Students are learning about
publishing in an online environment and are running the journal.
McNair – process of transitioning to publishing directly in PDXScholar. Process of training
and next year plan to run the journal from our digital commons platform
Process of working with a PSU faculty to have a new journal
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• Students were excited about the opportunity of using a textbook created specifically for
their class by their professor
• Good opportunity for Graduate Students to get involved with curriculum development
• Support from the library was valuable
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Improvements
• Library should assist the authors with locating copy‐editors, peer‐reviewers, accuracy
checkers
• Authors expressed challenges with navigating copy‐right permissions and would have
liked to a workshop at the beginning of the project to walk them through working in an
open access environment and that means for tracking down copyright and permissions
and using creative commons material
• Creation of formalized guidelines and templates
• Started monthly check‐ins at the beginning of the project – answer questions and keep
on track
• PSU took on the copyright of their material
• Junior faculty on the tenure‐track balancing this project with the need to publish in
peer‐review journals was difficult. The writing and creation of open access textbooks is
not viewed the same as an article in a peer‐review journal.
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The library cannot do this alone. We must continue to We must continue to act as
advocates for scholars to embrace new open models of scholarship that challenge the
traditional practices that unduly limit accessibility of information, but are firmly entrenched
in many discipline.
Make sure to not duplicate our efforts and avoid operating in isolation …. Cascade Orbis
Alliance is considering efforts to collaborate library publishing
The role of OA publisher recasts the academic library’s longstanding mission to facilitate
research and remove barriers to information.
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